Faculty Elections

Election Results

Election Title: Spring 2021 Election - Faculty Executive Board

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Academic Faculty in the College of Design
Replacing: Botchwey, Nisha - GTPE--Administration; School of City and Regional Planning
1. Rudolph, Charles

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Academic Faculty in the College of Engineering
Replacing: Hughes, Joe (ECE)
1. Keskinocak, Pinar

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Academic Faculty in the Ivan Allen College
Replacing: Hoffmann, Michael - Public Policy
1. Bogost, Ian

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Academic Faculty in the Scheller College of Business
Replacing: Rubinoff, Arnold - Scheller College of Business
1. Davis-Nozemack, Karie

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Research Faculty in CoC, CoD, IAC, and CoB
Replacing: Honea, Kenneth - Computing, College of
1. Run off
Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Research Faculty in GTRI  
Replacing: Miller, Michael - GTRI-Adv Concepts and Betty Whitaker (GTRI-ICL)  
1. Razin, Victoria  
2. Rohling, Gregory

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Research Faculty in Services and Central Administration  
Replacing: Rary, Pamela - Ethics Compliance & Legal  
1. Golemi, Juliana

Seat Title: Faculty Executive Board - Representing Research Faculty in the College of Engineering  
Replacing: Kandula, Rajendra Prasad - Electrical & Computer Engr  
1. Garcia, Elena

Election Title: Spring 2021 Faculty Elections - Academic Faculty Standing Committees

Seat Title: Academic Integrity  
Replacing: McDaniel, Melinda - Computing, College of  
1. McDaniel, Melinda

Seat Title: Institute Graduate Curriculum - Representing College of Computing  
Replacing: Catalyurek, Umit - Computational Science & Eng  
1. Jackson, Melody  
2. Catalyurek, Umit

Seat Title: Institute Graduate Curriculum - Representing College of Engineering  
Replacing: Meredith, James - Chemical and Biomolecular Engr and James Mulholland - CEE  
1. Kohl, Paul  
2. Taylor, John

Seat Title: Institute Graduate Curriculum - Representing Scheller College of Business  
Replacing: McIntyre, John - Scheller College of Business  
1. Thayer, Jane

Seat Title: Institute Undergraduate Curriculum - Representing College of Computing  
Replacing: One new seat  
1. Kim, Hyesoon

Seat Title: Institute Undergraduate Curriculum - Representing College of Design  
Replacing: Sanford, Jon - School of Industrial Design  
1. Irizarry, Javier
Seat Title: Institute Undergraduate Curriculum - Representing Scheller College of Business
Replacing: Lee, Seo - Scheller College of Business
1. Moon, James

Seat Title: Student Academic & Financial Affairs
Replacing: Snow, Teresa - Biological Sciences
1. Decker, Adam

Seat Title: Student Activities
Replacing: Evans, Michael - Chemistry & Biochemistry
1. Harris, Joyelle

Seat Title: Student Computer Ownership
Replacing: Weigel, Emily - Biological Sciences; one open seat
1. Watson-Phillips, Susan
2. Behravesh, Esfandiar

Seat Title: Student Grievance & Appeal
Replacing: Kelly, Wendy - Chem & Biochem
1. Colatrella, Carol

Seat Title: Student Honor - academic faculty seat
Replacing: Harrison, Colin - Biological Sciences
1. Sullivan, Carol

Seat Title: Student Honor - tenured-track seat
Replacing: Reddi, Amit - Chemistry & Biochemistry; Ben Klein-ECE; Jeff Jagoda-AE
1. Stingelin, Natalie
2. Reddi, Amit
3. Musaev, Aibek

Seat Title: Student Regulations
Replacing: Johnson, Kenyetta - Chemistry & Biochemistry; Beth Spencer - Undergrad Acad Advising; and new member requirement
1. Spencer, Georgia
2. Wilkinson, Angus
3. Goodisman, Michael

Election Title: Spring 2021 Faculty Elections - Faculty Standing Committees
Seat Title: Faculty Benefits - non-tenured-track member seat  
Replacing: new membership allocation  
1. Stone, Jana

Seat Title: Faculty Benefits - tenured/tenured-track member seat  
Replacing: Champion, Julie - Chemical and Biomolecular Engr and Daniel Spieler - Psychology  
1. Champion, Julie

Seat Title: Faculty Honors - Representing College of Computing  
Replacing: new seat  
1. Joyner, David

Seat Title: Faculty Honors - Representing College of Design  
Replacing: new seat  
1. Clayton, Paige

Seat Title: Faculty Honors - Representing Ivan Allen College  
Replacing: new seat  
1. Brecke, Peter

Seat Title: Faculty Services - administrator seat  
Replacing: Stone, Jana - Vice Provost/Grad Ed & Fac Dev  
1. Pope-Ruark, Rebecca

Seat Title: Faculty Services - faculty seat  
Replacing: Edmonds, Christopher - GTRI-Sensors Elec (GTRI-SEAL) and Carlos Silva (Chem & Biochem)  
1. Nazzal, Dima  
2. James, Jonathan

Seat Title: Faculty Status & Grievance  
Replacing: Blake, Brandy - Industrial & Systems Engr  
1. Weigel, Emily

Seat Title: Statutes - research faculty seat  
Replacing: Melanie Clark - VP Research Dev and Ops  
1. Payan, Alexia

Seat Title: Statutes - Tenured/tenured-track seat  
Replacing: Hunt, William - Electrical & Computer Engr  
1. Colton, Jonathan
Seat Title: Welfare & Security
Replacing: Mifsud, Mario - GTRI Electro-Optical Sys Labs; Patricia Kenley - Library
1. Mifsud, Mario
2. McCoy, Tammy

Election Title: Spring 2021 Faculty Elections - Services and Central Administration

Seat Title: Academic Faculty Representatives of the Services & Central Administration Constituency to the Academic Faculty Senate
Replacing: Bruner, Marla - Office of Graduate Studies; Chris Reaves - Center for Acad Enrichment
1. Walker, De Morris
2. Green, Linda

Seat Title: Research Faculty Representatives of the Services and Central Administration Constituency to the Research Faculty Senate
Replacing: Henderson, Walter - Inst Engineering & Nanotechnology; George White - Office of Industry Research; and Chris Yang - IEN
1. Beran, Mary
2. Cappelli, Christopher